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From the Chapter Directors:
Greetings Chapter-E!
Wing Ding 39 is now in the record books. Most all of those who attended are either back home, or well on their way.
We really enjoyed the ride out to Grapevine, TX… and camped along
the way, and the first night in Grapevine. Very happy to finally get
the chance to use the camper (which will get a LOT more use in the
next couple of months)!
Those of you who didn’t make it out for Wing Ding 39 really missed
out. The weather was very good, and there were plenty of activities
for all to enjoy. Most of us who attended pitched in and helped out
with various tasks while there. What better way to have fun than to
GET INVOLVED?
Coming back, we decided to take a more Northern route, and were
held up for a day due to some heavy rain and thunderstorms.
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That extra day provided us with an opportunity to get a few extra items completed. All in all,
our trip was a little over 2400 smiles (that stands for Smiling Miles). On the way out to
Grapevine, we each passed a Safe Miles “milestone” too!
September and October will have a number of opportunities for everyone to get in on some
Camping, rides, and several remaining Rallies. We sincerely hope that you’ll take the time to
jump in an have FUN with us! Camping can be especially fun as so many of the activities and
time spent together are “impromptu”.
Augusts' FUNdraiser was a GREAT success. Many opportunities for Motorist Awareness, and
LOTS of fun to go around! Chapter-F won a portion of the 25/25/25/25 drawing, for having the
highest number of participants visit. And the individual winners were BOTH from Chapter-F as
well! Congratulations!
Just a reminder: This year’s Christmas Party COST will be based upon your Chapter Gathering
ATTENDANCE from February-November. Every Chapter-E Gathering you attend is helping
you to reduce your cost for the Christmas Party. If you would like to help with planning for the
Christmas Party, please let Rhonda Weed know. We will need some assistance with
decorations, setup, teardown, etc.

Just a reminder that any of our activities or events (including Visitor’s Dinners) are open to visitors and other
GWRRA members. Did you know that any GWRRA member is entitled to participate or attend ANY Chapter in
the world? Chapter LIFE is one of the greatest benefits of GWRRA membership. Please keep this in mind, and
think of how you might feel or want to be treated if you were visiting another Chapter for an event. Take the time
to introduce yourself, and let them know that you appreciate them taking the time to join us!
Just a reminder– the “Info-Line” emails have been RENAMED. They are now the “Chapter-E
Entertainment News” and will contain ride info, news, events, and FUN!!! These (emailed) Announcements will come directly from one of the two Chapter Email addresses listed below (on or
about THURSDAY evening of each week):
scchaptere@gmail.com

or

mec4sce@gmail.com

If you have something you would like to see go out, please send it in to one of these addresses.
This is VERY important, as the GWRRA insurance policy provides coverage for official/scheduled
events. The event must be on the Chapter schedule, Calendar, or sent out from the Chapter!

Please remember those who have been affected by the recent Hurricanes in your
thoughts and prayers. If any of our GWRRA Brothers or Sisters need to evacuate
up this way, please let us know what you might need. We would be more than
happy to try to accommodate or coordinate in some small way.
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We would like to invite EVERYONE to join us for our Weekly Visitor’s
Dinners (Tuesdays, Meet at 6, Eat at 6:30). We will choose the restaurants in
alphabetical order (with a few exceptions for “wildcard letters”).
Information and Location of Visitors Dinners (and various planned rides or
activities) can be found in the Entertainment-News emails, on our Website
Calendar, or our Facebook Group Page (as can many other events, photos, and
shared moments of fun).
Please share events, stories or memories that you think others might enjoy on
our Facebook Group Page. Regular/Current Chapter-E Participants may sign
up to post.

Gathering Reminder:
September 9th: Quaker Steak & Lube, 10 Chrome
Dr., Greenville Eat at 1:00pm, Meet at 2:00pm.
We hope to see all of you there!

Working with you to make our
Chapter the BEST it can be!
-Rhonda and Don Weed,
Chapter Directors
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From the Chapter Educators:

Controlled Braking
Believe it or not, the rear brake a.k.a. the controlling brake, is
not just for stopping anymore. In a rolling panic the first thing
most will do is stomp on the rear brake causing a slide, learn to
use both brakes at the same time without any tire squealing going on.
The rear brake also has an effect on the lean angle of your
scooter. Visualize going into a curve too hot, if you hit the rear
brake the motorcycle will want to stand up and go straight.
This braking phenomenon (called Gyroscopic Stabilization)
can be applied in any slow speed maneuver to keep from falling
over as well as on the city streets to help with a tight turn.
Combine using your Head and Eyes, the Friction Zone, and
Controlled Braking and you will always have full control of
your bike on the mean streets we ride on, or in a crowded
parking lot where everyone is watching.
Until Next Month– Ride Safe, and Ride Often!
-Jerry and Teresa Hill, Chapter Rider Educators
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CRUISING WITH THE KRUSES
We had an awesome turnout at August
Chapter gathering! A big thanks go out to
Officer Bill Rhyne for his informative
presentation. He is always providing us
with great information to help us ride safe.
On August 19th , we had the opportunity to
help Chapter S celebrate their 20th
Anniversary. It was a lot of fun to hear the history of the chapter and
see participants from the past. Several chapters visited to support
Chapter S with their anniversary.
September is here and the weather continues to be great for riding.
Please remember to be safe and watch out for one another.
Enjoy the ride!
-Jimmy & Susan Kruse
Assistants
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From the MEC Corner:
Its ALL about the FUN!!!
As I sit here in my 4th month as MEC for GWRRA Chapter
SC-E, I see a pattern starting to develop. Actually, a 2-part
pattern- “Wow” and “Blessed”. Wow, because it never ceases
to amaze me how much love, support, and friendship exists between members, chapters, and districts. This is truly a tight
knit, loving group of people. I got reminded of that again last
week, when SC-E had our second of 2 FUNdraisers at Fuddruckers. The support from other GWRRA members was truly
amazing. We had chapter participants from all over the state
present, some from a fairly long distance away, who came in support, but also to visit and just
sit a spell. Our beloved, and very supportive District Directors came from a Lake Murray
camping trip to be with us, along with others from just as far away. I am truly grateful to all of
you, and the family and friends you brought along. What an awesome show of support from
our “family”. And the FUNdraiser itself was just as impressive with very generous supporters
from all over donating many fantastic door prizes. Don, with the help of the children present,
drew names every few minutes all night. Very few left empty-handed. And all you great sponsors will help to assure a better crowd at our next event simply because of those door prizes.
Thank you for your part in making this event what I personally would call a huge success. We
could not have had nearly as good an event without you! And, all those children- drawing
names all night- really made them feel like a part of this event. Which they were. Good call,
Don, for getting them involved.
And thanks to all our active Chapter E participants who came early, stayed late, and served
selflessly to assure a good FUNdraiser. This was truly a team effort, and you guys are what
made it happen. Absolutely none of this would have had the same outcome without your efforts. And the outpouring of love and support from all our personal friends made this a FUNdraiser to remember. There was never a time when we didn’t have a good flow of people coming
though. And last, but not least, thank you to Jessica, the GM
of the Taylors Fuddruckers, and her amazing staff for all your
support, help, and generous donations to insure our success.
With willing friends like we have, it would be impossible for
anything we attempt to fail. Our group just flat refuses to
accept failure.
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From the MEC Corner:
The next word in my pattern is “Blessed”. And Blessed I truly am.
Granted, I’m new at all this, but I can’t help but believe I am a participant in the finest Chapter in the
District. It all starts with Don and Rhonda Weed, our Chapter Directors. I challenge any of you to find
a harder working couple anywhere in GWRRA. They maintain and run a family business, manage our
chapter, and also just happen to be our District Trainers!! Wow- and with a large people and dog
family on top of that. And it also seems to me that all their officers in our support roles, have the same
vision. We all work pretty hard, ride, visit, and encourage others to do the same. We are always going
and doing something. Craft fairs, other Chapter gatherings, rides, planning, doing, visitors vittles each
week- and who knows where those may end up.
Apparently, Greenville is a pretty large city. And we are Blessed to be in such close proximity
with some pretty amazing mountain rides and destinations, lakes country roads, state parks, etc to
choose from. And not just here in South Carolina, but in every state around us. This is the time I would
like to remind anyone reading this column, I said from the beginning I felt like this was an office that
should be attainable to every participant. This Chapter or not, if you have an interesting ride or location you would like for us to consider, please share it with Don, Rhonda, or Myself- David (864- 5513890). We will be happy to consider any and all options for a ride. And please join us at any opportunity. We are safe, friendly, fun, and completely family oriented with no alcohol allowed at any of our
functions. Blessed? Yes!! I Blessed, because I get to help try to make this already amazing chapter even
better. Truly, some of the finest people I have had the pleasure of meeting- EVER! Please come along
and help. Bring me a ride destination you would like to go on. 1, 2, 3, 4, 10, 18 wheels- we don’t care.
Just come ride. We would love to have you and hear from you. Give whatever you ride a once-over,
and lets go ride!!
**REMEMBER- Ride safe, do not stray. Come back intact to ride another day!**

Submitted By: David Thompson, MEC
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From the MEC Corner:

SC Chapter-E Calendar
We welcome EVERYONE to join us for any of our events, rides or dinners.
ANY make & model, two, three, and four wheels may come. Bring friends too. You just might have a good time!
As you know, things change, sometimes last minute either due to weather, or another event, or someone had a
better idea than I did when I listed our “Upcoming Events” in this newsletter. For up to date info, please visit our
website’s calendar to see what we are doing.

GWRRA Membership Renewal Reminders for September:
Mary & Otis Crews
Thomas Plesser

Please remember to check your Membership Card for your Anniversary Date –
and make sure your membership is current!

-David Thompson & Rhonda Weed
Membership Enhancement Coordinators
”We’re all about the FUN”!
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Birthdays & Anniversaries:
AUGUST BIRTHDAYS:
3rd
4th
6th
15th
25th
25th
29th

- Cynthia Kresch
- Toni Colip
- Babie Burns
- Ann Messer
- Robert Hartzell
- Lyle Watson
- Patrick Colip

WEDDING ANNIVERSARIES:
None for September

GWRRA ANNIVERSARIES:
09/01/1983
09/08/1999
09/05/2001
09/22/2004
09/22/2015

(34 Years)
(18 Years)
(16 Years)
(13 Years)
(2 Years)

Charles Cobbertt
Ann Cobbertt
Kyle Kresch
Otis & Mary Crews
Jimmy & Susan Kruse

____________________________________________________________________________________________________

Goodie Store:
Who has lost or misplaced a pin or patch? A lot, so we might have what you need!
What’s NEW in GWRRA or SC-E patches, pins and rockers? Ask me!
What do we keep in stock? Two each of the most common GWRRA patches (both color
choices), misc patches, SC hanger pins & Chapter E bars and two different styles of pin locks.

Want something sooner ? Call Susan Kruse at: 864-380-5069
Note: Rider Level Patches are on hand, but must be verified/presented by our
Chapter Educator (Jerry Hill).
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CHAPTER MASCOT (E-Rider’s Corner)

Ruff! Wrat a BUSY Month! Winger and I got to spend the
month together again– which is great because we got to go on a
REAL ride! Lots of new states for us. We saw Wing-Ding,
Memphis, Nashville, Mountains, and more than 2400 miles
round-trip!
Winger was so busy checking out the new stuff that we didn’t
really get in that much trouble– well, at least up until we decided to ride on a Dragon.
I’m not sure what the big deal is with that. Ever since I got the
first patch on my vest all I’ve heard is “I wanna ride the
Dragon”. Let me tell you… that thing looks really cool, but it’s
not really what people made it out to be. Smells like a dead tree
- Felt kind-of like sitting on a limb to me… not quite as exciting
as I was expecting. Maybe I’ll have to try again!
Until Next Month: Ruff Ruff
E-Rider,
Chapter SC-E Mascot
Well now– I’ve had a different host this month and let me tell you, this girl
LOVES to ride. We rode for days… camping each night, and then ended up at
this rally. I was SO, SO excited to find out it was all a surprise party for ME,
ME, ME!!!! Winger Ding!
Oh Boy, I LOVE parties!!!! I couldn’t believe all the people that came to see me
at my party! Thousands of them– and they had fireworks, and sale prices on
goodies, and tickets, and drawings, and bike rides,
you name it they thought of it.
I’m so excited because I think they already have
another party planned for me in Knoxville, TN Next
Year!!
Winger-Ding 40, here I come!!! Not sure why they
tacked the 40 on there, but who cares, it’s an awesome party! Be sure to come out and see me an my
friends!

-Winger
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Motorist Awareness Program:
You know, I must say, I feel as if I am truly Blessed. Probably the greatest joy
in my life has to be children. I also truly believe that, aside from our Salvation, children are the greatest gift from God we could ever receive. From my own son, to my daughter-inlaw, and on to my many nieces and nephews, I have always had a great love for children, and most of the
time, they seem to feel the same way toward me. With that being said, my next greatest love is, without a
doubt, motorcycles.
I have been very Blessed within the last year to have been able to refuel that love, by obtaining a 1997 Honda
Valkyrie. Wow- love at first ride! Part of that love has risen up in me in the form of a desire to help spread
and grow the awareness and presence of motorcycles. There are more motorcycles on the road now than at
any point in time before now- and that number is growing daily, along with the number of 4 wheeled vehicles
on the road. It is now more important than EVER to be aware of our surroundings- cars, motorcycles, and
pedestrians. At GWRRA, we attempt to do that through the use of signs, banners, stickers, and general public awareness through education.
While slogans like “Look Twice- Save A life” are nice, they are merely sayings if we don’t implement them.
That is the reason Rhonda Weed, our Chapter Director at SC-E, and myself, volunteer our time to man the
MAA booth each week at bike night where we pass out those signs, banners, etc, hopefully making at least
one more person aware of motorcycles. My personal favorite way to reach people is through their children.
Every week, I see some wide-eyed child staring at all the beautiful bikes out there. When I do, I try to always
go up and speak to them and their parents, offering the child a free hat we have for them. And then, with
their parents permission, I will take them and let them climb on my bike, and hold the grips in a rider position. Then, I will crank it, and show them how to rev it up- which always gets a wide-eyed response and a
grin you would have to see out of them. That will always open a window of opportunity for me to share with
them the joy, as well as the dangers of motorcycles. I truly believe if we take every opportunity presented to
us to reach a child, and in turn, spark their interest in and awareness of
motorcycles, we can raise a generation of riders and drivers more aware
of their surroundings. While that may sound like an awful lot of work,
what if only one life is spared through all our combined efforts? And
what if that one life is a friend or loved one of yours or mine?? Then, I
would say MISSION ACCOMPLISHED. But I cannot help but believe if
we all take every opportunity, MANY will be saved. So get on board
with this- lets together save the
life of a loved one of yours!
**Any ride is a good ride- as
long as you bring back everyone
SAFELY that you left with**
-Submitted by: David Thompson
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History of Rock and Roll: Part-8 Early DJ’s
There was no way to measure whether whites were listening to Blues or R&B on the radio.
This was before ratings became the science it is today. What did happen is storekeepers noticed a
run on rhythm and blues records by white kids and they especially noticed in Cleveland.
The man who was supposed to stay on top of thing such as this was doing a classical show
on WJW in Cleveland in August of 1951. Alan freed was known as a troublemaker. In the late
1940’s he had one of the top shows on WAKR in Akron but got in trouble because of it. He started
as a $43 dollar a week DJ in New Castle, Pennsylvania, and became one of Akron’s top DJs. In
early 1950 as his contract was about to end, he felt he was worth more money at a substantial
amount. WAKR disagreed. He packed up and walked across the street where he offered his
services to WADC. The problem was his contract at WAKR was not up and he was sued. The judge
in the case issued an injunction barring him from broadcasting within 75 miles of Akron for a year.
Only for a moment did it stop him. He went to Cleveland where he tried his “Request Review” show on TV on WXEL. It failed. His gig on WJMO didn’t do well either and his combative
personality and drinking problem caused problems with management. Making his way to WJW,
he played classics in the evening, sipping from a bottle of Scotch in defiance of FCC rules.
Leo Mintz had a big store in Cleveland and he noticed the crowds of white teens requesting
R&B records. He saw this as a trend, not the end of a fad. He cornered Freed and told him about
this phenomenon. It might help Freed’s career if he had a late-night show that played only Negro
music. Freed was not sure, but Mintz kept after him, promising to advertise on the show and help
Freed get WJW was doing much after ten, so why not?
So in June of 1951, Freed debuted “The Moondog Show” on WJW, with its 50000 clearchannel watts waiting for the ozone skip to bring the liberation of music to moondog daddies and
crazy kittens in Ohio and Pennsylvania. Freed who was cultured, went wild on the air. He would
howl like a demented coyote, then introduce the first record
while getting ready to read a commercial. He would scream. He
would wail. It was crazy. It was anarchy. And it was just what
teenagers wanted to hear.
But Freed knew just playing the records would not bring
in the big money. If teenagers liked records, imagine seeing the
performers in live shows, and in the company of Old Moondog
himself!
Next time: Freed and how he was one of the first and early pioneers on concert promotion.
-Submitted by: Lyle Watson
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Upcoming Events:
Please Note: Any dates or events are subject to change. For up-to-date info, check our
Chapter Website Calendar at: SC Chapter-E Calendar

SEPTEMBER:
9/02

Visit Ch.A **(DOUBLE POINTS)** 6pm at Mama Penn's, 2802 N. Main St., Anderson
(Bring a Door Prize to donate if you can)

9/05

Visitors Dinner (Letter J): Jason's Deli, 824 Woods Crossing Rd., Greenville

9/08

Visit Ch.F **(DOUBLE POINTS)** dinner 6:30p – Silver Bay, 7027 Calhoun Memorial Hwy., Easley

9/09

Ch.E Gathering at Quaker Steak & Lube, 10 Chrome Dr., Greenville 1:00p Eat & 2:00p FUN

9/12

Visitors Dinner (Letter K): K & W Cafeteria, 180 Halton Rd., Greenville

9/16

Ride with Ch.F, **(DOUBLE POINTS)** Meet 8:45am, Walmart, 115 Rolling Hills Circle, Easley

9/19

Visitors Dinner (Letter L): Lazy Chicken, 1099 E Butler Rd., Greenville

9/23

Training at Ch.F **(DOUBLE POINTS)** "You've Got Mail" module presented by Mary Coral,
4pm at Mutt's BBQ, 1020 Powdersville Rd., Easley

9/23

Visit Ch.F Gathering, **(DOUBLE POINTS)** 6pm at Mutt's BBQ, 1020 Powdersville Rd., Easley
(Bring a Door Prize to donate if you can)

9/26

Visitors Dinner (Letter M): Molina's Mexican Restaurant, 2 Benton Rd., Travelers Rest

9/26

Team & Planning Meeting, starts directly after our Visitors Dinner (approximately 7:15p)
Molina's Mexican Restaurant, 2 Benton Rd., Travelers Rest

9/28 - 9/30

Rally: NC "Wings Over the Smokies"

9/28 - 10/01

Camping Trip: Pride RV Resort

http://gwrranc.org/index_files/WOS.htm

http://www.pridervresort.com/

Next month: Rallies, Rides to Charleston / Myrtle Beach, and of course, lots of FUN !!!
Visitors Dinners: All are welcome and you can bring friends & family too ! Meet 6:00pm and sit to eat at 6:30pm.
Ch.E RIDES & Events: Everyone is welcome to join us! Two, three or four wheels ok… Any make & model too !!!

CHANGES for Rides & Events: As we all know, LIFE HAPPENS, and things change. The weather can change
quickly, good or bad. Or maybe an opportunity came up to ride with fellow GWRRA friends, so we changed the plans.
Whatever the case may be, updates will be sent out by email, listed on our Facebook page and our website’s calendar.
Please check them often for ride details or something fun to do with us!

Have an idea? Please contact our Chapter MEC’s David Thompson or Rhonda Weed to have it added to the Chapter calendar.
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Chapter-E Classifieds:

FOR SALE ITEMS:
2016 Diamond Cargo 7x12 ENCLOSED Motorcycle Trailer, Dual-Axle with Ramp Door and Walk-in door. Like new
– used less than 900 miles. Includes tracks, tie downs, ratchet straps and two bike stops. Non-skid coated 1.25” (1-1/2”)
Floor. $4500.00. Contact Don Weed (864)-304-1292.

Award Winning 01 Pearl Yellow Wing with CB, Ultimate seat and many more goodies. This 1800 is attached to a 2012 Hannigan GTL Sidecar that has lots on storage and is wired for intercom. Also included in the
deal is a 2003 Bushtec Quantum GL trailer with all the bells and whistles. Also included are helmets with J&M
audio sets, summer jackets, winter jackets and pants, rain gear and chaps. All are low mileage and garage
kept. $19000. Call Allen or Peg Sutherland for more details or directions to our place: 803-266-5189

Gold Wing Leather Vest: Size Large.
Contact Kim Stidham (864) 979-6946
(Her name can be covered with patch)

www.ScChapterE.com
ScChapterE@gmail.com

Chapter Gathering: September 9th, 2017,
the second Saturday every month at:
Quaker Steak & Lube,
10 Chrome Dr., Greenville, SC
EAT at 1:00pm, FUN at 2:00pm

